
AdiabaticMethocl

E HAVE SEBN THAT THE POINT KINETICS method

requires a complete solution of the space-time

kinetics equations in order to determine the

parameters, such as p, l3 i ,and A which play

important roles in the system of differential equations governing this

model. A first approach, the point kinetics approximation, supposes that

the flux shape does not change during a transient. The initial flux of the

non perturbed reactor is then used as a shape function. Unfortunately

this hypothesis is wrong in many transients that reactors go through.

The adiabatic method was one of the very first attempts to permit a

variation of the shape function during a transient. It was probably

invented from analogy with a very similar method in quantum physics.

Before going into the mathematical derivation of the adiabatic method,

we first analyze a situation in which point kinetics gives exact results.
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Asymptotic Period
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We consider the case of a nuclear reactor undergoing a very small per

turbation relatively constant throughout the volume of the core. If the

transient lasts for a sufficiently long time, then only the single less neg

ative frequency will dominate transient behavior. All other contribu

lions will be too small to contribute significantly. The reactor is the on

an asymptotic period.

In this case, the fluxes of all energy groups, and the delayed neutron

precursor concentrations all have the same exponential time depen

dence. This means that

a
wC;-c =

at I

and

a
w<!>gat<!>g =

or

a.. J = w[<!>Jat l q>

Consider now the space-time kinetics equations in matrix form, equa

tion (20). The precursor equations become
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Asymptotic Period

Ifwe isolate C i from this equation to get

The flux equation becomes

139

D

We add the terms I [xtl~i[v~fi:[cl>l on each side to get
i;;: I

DDT

[VJ-1lll[<l>] + I [X~1l3i[vkdT[¢]- I [x~]}\/j[V~f] [<1>]
i=l i=l W+Aj

= v· [D]V[<I>]- [~][<I>] + (l -13)[xP][v~rlT[<I>]
D

+ I [x~]l3i[vkrlT l<l>]
i = I

or, ifwe regroup the terms in [v~f] ,
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[vl w[q,l + i:--l [Xi lW + "i13JV~fl [q,l

'" V' [D1V[<1>1 - [~][<!>l + (1 -13)[xP][v~flT[<!>l (EQ90)
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We now use the definition of reacdvity (78) in which we use the flux as

the shape function,

([WI
T
{-". [DIVlcl>l- [:l:Hcl>l +((1 - j3)[xPl + J, j3[X~l)}[VLflT[cl>l)

p =

([WIT{(l- j3)[xP
] + itj3[xt1 }[VLf1T[cl>J)

which gives

p(t) =

D

([WJT{W[V1-1[q,1 + i~l [XrJ w : "i13[V~clT[<!>l }>
D

([W1T{(l -13)[x
P
l + i~I13[Xrl }[V~clT[q,])
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We now remove from the integrals the terms that do not depend on

space. Also, we use the definitions of A and 13i(t) to get
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D

pet) = wA(t) + j~lW ~ Aj13i

We thus have the result that the reactivity pet) is given by Nordheim's

equation, which this time come directly from the rigorous space-time

equations.

The motivation behind this demonstration is found in the left hand

side of (90) which may be interpreted as a lover v absorber and a

source term which would modify the fission source in a static equa

tion.

Also, in an adiabatic transie!l~, the flux shape does not vary in time,

since all the;: fluxes and precursors vary at the same rate.

Adiabatic Approximation

In order to reduce the errors introduced by the point kinetics approxi

mation, the shape function changes must be accounted for. We have

seen in the previous section that in certain cases, the kinetics equations

look like static equations.

The adiabatic method uses the idea to calculate the shape function as a

solution of the static equations, with the instantaneous operators and

parameters as they appear in the core during the transient.

We the use the;: definition [<l>t1 == [SCi', t)1
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where (4)tl is obtained by solving the static system

[LHcPtl = ~ [M][(h]
t
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In other words. the shape function is obtained in calculating the flux in

th~ Ferturbed reactor made artificially critical by adjusting the fission

sources by the parameter x't.

In order to determine in which circumstances such an approximation

couId be justified, let us introduce the exponential transform of the

flux and of the delayed neutron precursors,

1 iJ
w P == --4>
~ <? at gg

and

1 a
(U. = --c

t cat I
1

Using these definitions, the precursor equations become

and the flux equations become after adding and substracting the term
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which gives

-I ~

(v] w(<I>] = V· (D]V(<I>] - (~](<I>]

D

+ ((I -(3)(x
p

] + i~l (Xr]l3)v~f]T(<I>]
D
'" wd3. T

-i~l(X~]~i + ~i(V~f] (<1>]
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We note that if the t1 ansient is slow, the W g that make the elements of

the diagonal matrix (wt will be small. Furthermore, after multiplica

tion by the matrix [v] -I the left hand side will be even smaller, and

very close to O. If the wi do not depend on position, then this last

equation looks much like the static equation, except that the delayed

neutron source is adjusted to maintain reactor criticality. The usual

static equation adjusts all neutron sources. If the delayed and prompt

neutron spectra are alike, and if the delayed neutron source is relatively

small, the flux shape will be very close to that obtained by static calcu

lations. The adiabatic method will be quite good in this case.

Adiabatic Reactivity

The adiabatic approximation gives a very well known expression for

the reactivity. We can write the definition of reactivity as,

«- [L] + [M])[S ])
P = ([M][S])
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which becomes in adiabatic approximation,

144

p -

in other words

p

and thus

Reactivitybecomes

« - ~[M] + [Ml)SJ>

<[M][SJ>

«1 - ~)M][SJ>
<[M][SJ>

1
P = 1- ~

I

At - 1
p = ,

"t
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In othel words, adiabatic reactivity is obtained by taking the difference

in the Keff between two static calculations, one with the reactor in

nominal state, the other in the perturbed state.

In fact, this is often used as the definition of reactivity. The restrictions

imposed by the adiabatic method should be kept in mind when this

definition is used.
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